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Who is FundX?

Woman-owned firm with 50-year 
history of helping investors build 

wealth and meet lifelong 
investment goals.
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FundX Investment Group
Since 1969

NoLoad Mutual Fund Pioneer
• One of the first advisors to use noload mutual funds to manage client accounts.

Evidence-Based Approach
• Time-tested momentum strategy supported by decades of academic and industry research.

Empowering Enterprising Investors
• Publishers of NoLoad FundX newsletter since 1976.
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Guidance for Individual Investors
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See Disclosure 1. Model Portfolio Performance Calculated by Hulbert LLC. 6

NoLoad FundX Class 3 vs S&P 500
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Today’s Environment

• Focus on What You Can Control

• Build Safeguards Into Your Plan
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9Source:  The Bespoke Report 2/11/22, page 1.  BespokePremium.com



10Source:  The Bespoke Report 2/11/22.  BespokePremium.com
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Outlook Uncertain
Megatrends that were already 
in place have been accelerated.



12Source:  The Bespoke Report 2/11/22.  BespokePremium.com
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More Digital
Less Global
More Sustainable

After Covid-19
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Growing Immediacy of Climate Change

Growing  Preference for Sustainability

Impact Investing Resonates



of smartphone users switched to a 
different carrier as a result of 
information the found in a search. 

of shoppers begin product 
searching online (when they 
want to learn about 
something or purchase a 
product or service.)

Consumption habits are changing

87%

Google’s “Micro-moments” study, 2015Retaildive, 2018

51%

USRRMH1120U/S-1398451-21/32



And those habits are having 
an impact on business

of consumers want 
brands to help them live 
sustainably.2

of consumers say they 
would change their 
consumption habits to 
reduce their impact on the 
environment.1

73% 88%

1 Source: Nielson, 
2019 
2. Source: Forbes, 
2018

USRRMH1120U/S-1398451-22/32

https://www.nielsen.com/eu/en/insights/article/2019/a-natural-rise-in-sustainability-around-the-world/
https://www.forbes.com/sites/solitairetownsend/2018/11/21/consumers-want-you-to-help-them-make-a-difference/#4f5991846954


19https://www.nuveen.com/global/thinking/responsible-investing/how-nuveen-uses-responsible-investing-across-asset-classes

https://www.nuveen.com/global/thinking/responsible-investing/how-nuveen-uses-responsible-investing-across-asset-classes


Defining ESG

Environmental Social Governance

Climate change

Natural resource use

Pollution & waste

Clean tech

Human capital

Product liability

Data privacy

Health & safety

Accounting practices

Ownership & control

Board independence

Ethics

For illustrative purposes only.

USRRMH1120U/S-1398451-7/32



21Who Cares Wins: Connecting Financial Markets to a Changing World. Report facilitated by the UN Global Compact.

ESG helps manage risk

ESG investing does not propose being good 
for goodness’s sake. 

Instead, it advocates being good so as to have 
better returns.



Sustainability = Profitability
Sustainability issues affect a company’s bottom line 

Criteria ESG Benefit Company Benefit

Better labor practices & workplace 
safety • Keeps workers safe • Fewer Product defects

• Fewer boycotts or recalls

Renewable energy
• Lower emissions
• Cleaner air
• Less reliance on fossil fuels

• Lower operating costs

Gender and racial diversity on 
corporate boards/executive teams • Promotes equality

• Studies find companies with 
more diversity  in management 
are more profitable
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“The current Covid crisis will elevate the 
importance of ESG to our clients, as they 
increasingly focus on more sustainable and 
resilient strategies.”

--Tyler Dickson and Manuel Falco, Global co-heads of Citigroup’s 
banking, capital-markets, and advisory group

A Changed World

Citigroup is adding an investment banking division focused on sustainability after its coronavirus experience.



The opportunity

USRRMH1120U/S-1398451-20/32
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Sustainable Portfolios 
Perform Just as Well 
2,000 studies found a positive link between 
sustainability and good financial performance.

“ESG and Financial Performance: Aggregated Evidence From More Than 2,000 Empirical Studies” 2015, Deutsche Asset & 
Wealth Management and Hamburg University



Sustainable investing has provided competitive performance

Annualized performance of ESGU since inception: 12/1/2016 – 2/10/2022

iShares ESG Aware MSCI USA ETF

MSCI ACWI Index

16.71%

12.63%

ES GU

S&P 500 Index 15.89%

Index performance is for illustrative purposes only. Index performance does not reflect any management fees, transaction costs or expenses. 
Indexes are unmanaged and one cannot invest directly in an index. Past performance and does not guarantee future results. Investment return 
and principal value will fluctuate with market conditions and may be lower or higher when you sell your shares. Current performance may differ 
from the performance shown. For most recent month-end performance see www.iShares.com. For standardized performance information,. Please 
see the end of this document.

Source: Morningstar as of 9/30/2020. Annualized NAV; comparison against the iShares ESG Aware MSCI USA ETF and the S&P 500 from the 
time of ESGU’s inception. The MSCI USA Index is the parent index of ESGU's index. S&P 500 Index shown for illustrative purposes only. 
Correlation time period is since inception, using daily returns. There may be material differences between the fund's index and the index shown 
including without limitation index provider, holdings, methodology and performance.

USRRMH1120U/S-1398451-11/32



Top Investor Concerns
1. The World will never be the same
2. Overwhelmed:  Too many choices
3. Dread:  Market Declines
4. Worry:  Will My Money Last?
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1. Anxiety About Current Turmoil

• The news doesn’t help you get ahead.

• Headlines disproportionately focus on market declines, 
even though markets are up more often than down.
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2.  Overwhelmed:
Too many choices
• Make a plan (many work)

• Choose one--and stick to it!



Focus on What You 
Know
• Play the hand you are dealt
• Know what to buy
• Know when to sell

31



Three-Step Investment Process
A disciplined response to changing markets that seeks to capitalize on major market trends.

32

Step 1 Step 2 Step 3



What’s Working Now

33Source: NoLoad FundX Newsletter February 2022. Data to 1/31/2022. A publication of FundX Investment Group. Page 16



What’s Working Now – Above-Average Risk
Star Boxes: Five-fund Portfolios (data as of 1/31/2022)

34Source: NoLoad FundX Newsletter February 2022. Data to 1/31/2022. A publication of FundX Investment Group. Page 4



What’s Working Now – Market-Level & Lower than Average Risk
Star Boxes: Five-fund Portfolios (data as of 1/31/2022)

35Source: NoLoad FundX Newsletter February 2022. Data to 1/31/2022. A publication of FundX Investment Group. Page 4



Monthly Upgrader Portfolio (MUP)
Recommended Stock Portfolio (data as of 1/31/2022)

• See Disclosure 1. Model Portfolio Performance at slides 
81 & 82.

• Source: NoLoad FundX Newsletter February 2022. Data 
to 1/31/2022.  A publication of FundX Investment Group. 
Page 2

36Source: NoLoad FundX Newsletter February 2022. Data to 1/31/2022. A publication of FundX Investment Group. Page 2
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Upgrading Tips

Don’t Forecast
Accept the market’s trends whether or not we understand the reasons for these trends.

Realize the Market Will Change
Stay alert in order to recognize changes in the market environment.

Move Incrementally  
Rotations generally occur in fits and starts and are confirmed over time.
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3. Dread:  Sell-Offs

• Manage your expectations

• Don’t try to time the markets.



Data Source: Morningstar
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1980-2021



Balance Risk & Volatility
A balanced portfolio of stock and bond funds can help you build wealth & mitigate risk

Balanced account 50% S&P 
500, %50 Bloomberg Barclays 
Aggregate Bond Index.

See Disclosure 2 at slide 83.
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Flexible Income Strategy

Bond markets change
Depending on economic factors, like interest rates.

Different areas of the bond market do well at different times 
No one bond fund can consistently produce competitive returns.

Focus on areas that are excelling in the current market
Incorporate limited exposure to different types of bond funds 

42



Monthly Flexible Income Portfolio (MFIP)

43

See Disclosure 1. Model 
Portfolio Performance at 
slides 81 & 82.

Source: NoLoad FundX 
Newsletter February 2022. 
Data to 1/31/2022. A 
publication of FundX 
Investment Group. Page 3.



Flexible Income Portfolio Changes

4444

August 2005
Opportunistic

A diversified initial 
portfolio was poised to 
take advantage of 
strength in several areas 
of the market.

February 2009
A Cautious Stance

Tumult in the bond 
markets moved us into 
government bonds of 
short and intermediate 
duration.

January 2014
Diversity

A bumpy rate 
environment led us into 
more low-volatility hybrid 
funds that are less 
interest-rate sensitive.

March 2020
Turbulent Markets

Covid-19 created turmoil 
in bond markets, causing 
significant changes. Sold 
most corporate bonds, 
now mainly Treasuries.



Flexible Income Adapts to Changing Markets
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What are Alternative Funds?

A variety of alternatives are appealing because they 
aren't as correlated to stock and bond markets

Different kinds of alternative funds 

• Merger/arbitrage funds (MERFX)
• Long/short funds (FFTGX, LCSIX)
• Alternative asset funds (PRPFX) 
• Multi Alternative funds (BIMBX)



AGG

Alt10

SPY

Source: FastTrack

Stocks, Bonds & Alternatives - 1 Year



Source: FastTrack

AGG

Alt10

SPY

⅓ each

Alternatives Add Value in Extreme Market Declines - 2 Year Period



Stocks, Bonds & Alternatives - 3 Years

AGG

Alt10

SPY

Source: FastTrack



Benefits of Diversification with Alternatives

Low correlation to bonds

• We’ve experienced a favorable bond market the past decade. 
• Bonds are not expected to continue the gains of the past decade.
• Interest rates are expected to rise, hurting bonds.

Lower volatility than stocks

• Strong US stock market the past decade.
• Stock volatility is expected to continue going forward.
• There is still much uncertainty about economic growth and corporate earnings.
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4. Worry: Will My Money 
Last?
• Set an asset allocation to fund your goals

• Build safeguards into your plan



Financial Planning 



Financial Planning Process



Wealth Management
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Takeaways for Success
No need to forecast-

Be realistic—no one can tell the future.

Be realistic—no one can tell the future.

Focus on what you can control.



FundX Insights 





Investment Management Education Alliance 
(IMEA) STAR Award winner for best-in-class investor 
communications five years in a row.

2021 Winner
2020 Winner
2019 Winner
2018 Winner
2017 Winner

Award-Winning Investor Communications



Sign up at 
www.FUNDX.com



Thank You
Janet Brown
800-323-1510

client@fundx.com
FundX.com
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Disclosures

Disclosure 1 (applies to slides 6, 40, 41, 51)

1) NoLoad FundX is a newsletter published by FundX Investment Group and incorporates the firm's Upgrading strategy. The performance data 
shows model portfolio performance results calculated by Hulbert Ratings, LLC and Hulbert Financial Digest, independent data services that 
track the performance of investment newsletters. Hulbert began tracking NoLoad FundX in mid-1980.  

The performance results do not represent actual trading and may not reflect the impact that material economic and market factors might have 
had on FundX's decision-making if FundX were actually managing clients' money. The performance results do not reflect the deduction of 
advisory fees, brokerage or other commissions, taxes, and any other expenses that a client would have paid or actually paid.
Funds and ETFs included in the newsletter are segregated into risk classes based on historical volatility. Class 1 is invested primarily in sector and 
specialized stock funds; high risk and volatility.  Class 2 is invested primarily in stock funds seeking capital appreciation; above average risk and 
volatility.  Class 3, invested primarily in stock funds seeking long term capital appreciation (average risk), is FundX’s recommended risk category 
for building a core portfolio of mutual funds for long-term growth.  

The average annual return reflected in the performance chart (14.37%) is the average annual return for Class 3 funds for the period shown. As 
with all historical data, past performance is not an indication of future results.
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Disclosures

Disclosure 1 Continued (applies to slides 6, 40, 41, 51 )

2) Monthly Upgrader Portfolio (MUP) is a core of Class 3 funds (typically 70%), and includes funds from Classes 1 and 2 (typically 30%).  With the 
exception of exchange traded funds, MUP funds are held for at least 90 days.

The performance of the MUP and Classes 1, 2, 3, and 4 “Star Box Portfolios” or “Growth Portfolio” reflects results of hypothetical trades 
announced in each monthly issue of NoLoad FundX newsletter.

The S&P 500 is a stock market index that tracks the 500 most widely held large capitalization stocks on the New York Stock Exchange or 
NASDAQ.
The indices assume the reinvestment of capital gains and dividends, but do not reflect the deduction of management fees. It is not possible to 
invest in an index.
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Disclosures

Disclosure 2 (applies to slide 49 )

2. This chart illustrates the performance of a hypothetical $200,000 investment made in a balanced account (50% S&P500 Index/50% Barclay’s 
Aggregate Bond Index) since inception on 01/31/2009 for the period ending 3/31/2020. It assumes reinvestment of dividends and capital gains, 
but does not reflect the effect of any applicable sales charge or redemption fees.

The S&P 500 Index is a broad based unmanaged index of 500 stocks, which is widely recognized as representative of the equity market in 
general. The Bloomberg Barclays Aggregate Bond Index is a market-capitalization-weighted index of investment-grade fixed-rate debt issues, 
including government, corporate, asset-backed, and mortgage-backed securities, with maturities of at least one year. Past performance does 
not guarantee future results. 
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Disclosures

The information and data presented herein is obtained from sources believed to be reliable, but we do not warrant or guarantee its timeliness 
or accuracy.  FundX disclaims any and all liability for losses that may be sustained as a consequence of use of this information and data.  
Information and data provided herein should not be considered to be investment, legal, or tax advice. Investment decisions should be made 
after careful consideration of your individual risk tolerance, investment goals and overall financial situation.   
This presentation should not be considered as a solicitation to buy or an offer to sell shares of any fund or securities. Mutual fund investments 
involve risk. Do not invest in a mutual fund until you have read and understand the fund’s risks and expenses as set out in its prospectus.  Past 
performance may not be indicative of future results.

© 2022 FundX Investment Group.  This presentation contains confidential and proprietary information of FundX Investment Group and Janet 
Brown.  Any disclosure, reproduction, distribution or other use of this presentation without the prior written consent of FundX Investment 
Group and Ms. Brown is prohibited. 
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